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By performing global fits to inverse beta decay (IBD) yield measurements from existing neutrino experi-
ments based at highly 235U enriched reactor cores and conventional low-enriched cores, we explore current
direct bounds on neutrino production by the sub-dominant fission isotope 241Pu. For this nuclide, we determine
an IBD yield of σ241 = 8.16 ± 3.47 cm2/fission, a value (135 ± 58)% that of current beta conversion models.
This constraint is shown to derive from the non-linear relationship between burn-in of 241Pu and 239Pu in con-
ventional reactor fuel. By considering new hypothetical neutrino measurements at high-enriched, low-enriched,
mixed-oxide, and fast reactor facilities, we investigate the feasible limits of future knowledge of IBD yields
for 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu, and 240Pu. We find that first direct measurement of the 240Pu IBD yield can be
performed at plutonium-burning fast reactors, while a suite of correlated measurements at multiple reactor types
can achieve a precision in direct 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu yield knowledge that meets or exceeds that of current
theoretical predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A nuclear reactor primarily generates thermal energy as
product nuclei inherit (as kinetic energy) and deposit (through
repeated elastic collisions) excess rest mass energy from the
fission of heavy nuclides in the reactor’s fuel, such as 235U,
238U, 239Pu, 241Pu, and more. Successive decays of these
neutron-rich product nuclei release additional energy in the
form of beta particles, gamma-rays, and antineutrinos. While
the two former product types are additional, sub-dominant
contributors to heat generation in a reactor, the antineutri-
nos (νe ) and their associated kinetic energy entirely escape
the reactor core, offering an attractive avenue for studying
the properties of neutrinos [1–3], interrogating state-of-the-
art nuclear data [4], and non-intrusively monitoring nuclear
reactor cores [5]. Reactor-based νe detectors have demon-
strated that neutrinos have mass [6–9], and have searched for
the existence of new heavy neutrino states [10–15] and other
new physics phenomena [16–23]. By observing discrepan-
cies with respect to existing theoretical νe flux and energy
spectrum predictions, they have also highlighted limitations of
and/or inaccuracies in community fission yield and beta decay
databases [7, 9, 24–32]. Antineutrino monitoring case studies
have explored a variety of potential use case scenarios, such
as thermal power load-following and determination of reactor
fissile inventory [33–37], and existing νe detectors have con-
firmed the feasibility of some of these activities [25, 38, 39].

The average number of antineutrinos released or detected
per nuclear fission depends on the fission isotope in question:
different fission isotopes have different fission product yields,
with each product varying in its distance from the line of sta-
bility and having its own unique nuclear structure and decay
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scheme. Thus, reactor cores with differing fuel compositions
are expected to differ in their rate of νe output. These ex-
pected differences have been explicitly demonstrated in recent
νe experiments using the inverse beta decay (IBD) interaction
process, p + νe → e++n, which has a 1.8 MeV interaction
threshold and a precisely-predicted cross-section, σIBD(Eν),
versus νe energy Eν [40]. For these experiments, measured
νe fluxes have been expressed in terms of an IBD yield per
fission σf [1]:

σf (t) =
∑
i

Fi(t)σi. (1)

In this expression, Fi(t) is the fraction of fissions contributed
by isotope i in the sampled reactor core(s) during the experi-
ment’s measurement period and σi its IBD yield per fission,

σi =

∫
Si(Eν)σIBD(Eν)dEν . (2)

Here, Si(Eν) is the true produced νe energy (Eν) spectrum
per fission for isotope i, and σIBD is the inverse beta decay
interaction cross-section.

In a straightforward demonstration of variations in νe emis-
sion between fission isotopes, reported IBD yields σf are
clearly offset [41] between measurements at 235U-burning
highly enriched reactor cores [42–48] and measurements per-
formed at commercial cores burning a mixture of 235U, 238U,
239Pu, and 241Pu [7, 49–56]. In a separate demonstration, the
Daya Bay and RENO experiments have compared IBD yields
measured in the same detectors at differing points in their sam-
pled commercial reactors’ fuel cycles, observing higher yields
during periods with higher (lower) 235U (239Pu) fission frac-
tions [25, 55].

By performing fits to a set of σf measurements at reactors
of well-known fission fraction Fi, one can use Equations 1
and 2 to directly determine the isotopic IBD yield σi of one
or more fission isotopes. With a single HEU-based experi-
ment, the IBD yield for 235U, σ235, can be trivially deter-
mined as σ235 = σf , since F235 approaches unity for these
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cores. On their own, HEU-based σ235 measurements exhibit
deficits [57] with respect to commonly-used beta-conversion
predictions [58, 59], indicating issues in modeling either the
core’s νe emissions or νe behavior during propagation [60].
Daya Bay and RENO σf measurements, which encompass
multiple data points with differing LEU fuel composition
F235, 238, 239, 241, when combined with modest theoretical
constraints on σ238, 241, yields from the sub-dominant iso-
topes 238U and 241Pu, enable determination of isotopic yields
for both 235U and 239Pu [25, 55]. These measurements show
a deficit with respect to 235U conversion predictions, but no
such deficit for 239Pu, providing further credence to the νe
emission mis-modelling hypothesis. Going further, global fits
of both LEU and HEU datasets can be used to simultaneously
determine σ235, 238, 239 [61]: the measured σ238 shows a sig-
nificant (33±14)% deficit [62] with respect to summation pre-
dictions based on community-standard nuclear databases [59],
suggesting potential issues in current 238U fission yield mea-
surements or evaluations. Future direct determination of iso-
topic IBD yields for a wider array of fission isotopes beyond
235U, 239Pu, and 238U, as well as improved precision for these
three isotopes, can lead to further understanding or improve-
ment of existing nuclear data, reactor νe models, and reactor-
based fundamental physics studies.

Improved isotopic IBD yield measurements also hold po-
tential benefits for future νe -based applications. Some ad-
vanced reactor technologies present unique safeguards chal-
lenges that may be satisfied by near-field νe -based monitor-
ing capabilities [63]. However, neutrino emissions have never
been measured at advanced reactor cores, some of which dif-
fer substantially from measured HEU and LEU reactor types
in both fuel composition and core neutronics [35, 64, 65].
For example, mixed-oxide reactor fuels, which, unlike con-
ventional low-enriched fuel, are produced from a mixture of
uranium and plutonium isotopes, may be deployed in future
reactors to realize a closed nuclear fuel cycle or as a means of
disposing of existing plutonium stockpiles. Fast fission reac-
tor technologies, which, unlike conventional thermal reactors,
rely on fast neutron induced fission to maintain criticality, may
offer safety and sustainability advantages with respect to con-
ventional reactor types. For these reactors, better direct deter-
minations of true underlying σi can enable more robust and
reliable future monitoring capabilities than would be possible
using existing demonstrably imperfect models of νe produc-
tion per fission.

In this paper, we study how existing and potential future
IBD measurements can provide first direct glimpses at νe
production by previously unexplored fission isotopes and im-
prove our precision in understanding of the more-studied iso-
topes 235U, 239Pu, and 238U. By performing loosely con-
strained fits of isotopic IBD yields to existing LEU and HEU
datasets, we demonstrate the feasibility of achieving non-
trivial future bounds on νe production by 241Pu. By applying
the same fit techniques to hypothetical future high-precision
IBD yield measurements at HEU, LEU, MOX, and fast fis-
sion reactors, we show that direct IBD yield determinations
for all four primary fission isotopes (235U, 238U, 239Pu, and
241Pu) can meet or exceed the claimed precision of exist-

ing conversion-based predictions while also placing the first
meaningful bounds on 240Pu νe production.

We begin in Section II with a description of the global fit
and existing and hypothetical future IBD yield datasets. Re-
sults of the fit to existing datasets and studies of 241Pu limits
are presented and discussed in Sections III. In Section IV, we
describe the set of considered future hypothetical experiments
and the result of applying global fits to the hypothetical re-
sults of these experiments. Main results are then summarized
in Section V.

II. GLOBAL DATASETS AND FIT TECHNIQUE

In this analysis we perform fits to a set of IBD rate measure-
ments with varying degrees of systematic correlation between
each measurement set. For an individual measurement, the
number of IBD interactionsN detected per time interval t can
be described as:

N =
NpεP (L)

4πL2

∫
Wth(t)σf (t)

Ē(t)
dt, (3)

where Np is the number of target protons, ε is the efficiency
of detecting IBDs, P (L) is the survival probability due to
neutrino oscillations, and L is the core-detector distance. Of
the time-dependent quantities, Wth(t) is the reactor’s thermal
power, Ē(t) =

∑
i Fi(t)ei is the core’s average energy re-

leased per fission, ei is the average energy released per fission
of isotope i, and Fi(t) and σf (t), as in Equations 1 and 2, are
the fission yields and IBD yields of isotope i. In order to per-
form one or multiple measurements of σf , a reactor νe flux
experiment must measure N while characterizing the other
reactor and detector inputs in Equation 3.

A. Existing Datasets

Many experiments have successfully measured σf values
and associated statistical and systematic uncertainties. As in-
put for this study, we include time-integrated IBD yield mea-
surements and uncertainties reported by the Goesgen, Bugey-
3, Bugey-4, Rovno, Palo Verde, CHOOZ, and Double Chooz
LEU-based experiments and the ILL, Savannah River, Kras-
noyarsk, Nucifer and STEREO HEU-based experiments, as
well as the highly-correlated datasets at varying Fi from the
Daya Bay and RENO experiments. Calculated fission frac-
tions and measured yields for these experiments, as well as as-
sociated uncertainties and cross-measurement systematic cor-
relations, have been summarized in Ref. [66], and are used
for portions of this paper’s analysis. Input data tables are pro-
vided in the public GitHub repository [67] provided by the
authors as an accompaniment to this analysis. Since we do
not consider short-baseline oscillations as part of this analysis,
reactor-detector baselines are not used in analysis of existing
datasets, but are nonetheless provided in these tables.
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B. Hypothetical Future Datasets

For this study, we also generate hypothetical future IBD
yield datasets and uncertainty budgets matching the expected
capabilities of experimental deployments at HEU, LEU, MOX
and fast reactor types. These are also provided in the GitHub
supplementary materials, along with assumed uncertainty co-
variance matrices for all considered hypothetical measure-
ments. Hypothetical IBD yield measurements are Asimov
datasets free of statistical and systematic fluctuations that are
generated according to Equation 3. As input to this equa-
tion, fission fractions are required for each host reactor and
are described below. To match general indications from
recent summations [32] and fission beta [68], and νe flux
evolution [25] measurements, and matching the approach in
Ref. [61], we choose input ‘true’ IBD yield values match-
ing a scenario where Huber-Mueller modelled yields [69]
are only incorrect for 235U: (σ235, σ238, σ239, σ241) =
(6.05,10.10,4.40,6.03)×10−43 cm2/fission. The yield for
240Pu has not been predicted in the literature to our knowl-
edge, so we estimate it by applying a 3Z-A scaling suggested
in Ref. [70] to the four previously-mentioned isotopes; the
determined central value is σ240 = 4.96×10−43 cm2/fission.
Other experimental assumptions regarding detector, reactor,
and experimental layout parameters are then required to de-
fine the statistical and systematic uncertainties associated with
each hypothetical IBD yield measurement.

The HEU-based measurement is modeled after the HFIR
facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, sporting 85 MW
of thermal power, a 100% 235U fission fraction, and a 7 m
reactor-detector center-to-center distance. LEU-based mea-
surements are assumed to occur at a 20 m center-to-center dis-
tance from a core following the attributes of a 2.9 GWth Daya
Bay core with an 18 month fuel cycle. Assumed fission frac-
tions are chosen to fall roughly in the middle of the range
reported for Daya Bay’s cores in Fig. 1 of Ref. [75], and cor-
respond to a fully-loaded core with roughly 1/3 of its rods con-
taining fresh (pure uranium oxide at start-up) fuel; this level
of partial reloading is customary when operating cores of this
type.

MOX-based measurements are modelled after the MOX
reactor studies of Ref. [72], and is assumed to occur 20 m
from a core with a 3.2 GWth thermal power and 18 month cy-
cle length, and fission fractions matching those of the sim-
ulated 50% weapons-grade MOX-burning core. Weapons-
grade (WG) plutonium is characterized by low 240Pu and
241Pu isotopic fractions, and thus a low F241 fission fraction
at reactor start-up. These WG-MOX core parameters corre-
spond to a realizable operational scenario implemented for
the goal of plutonium stockpile disposition in a commercial
reactor core. We will also reference a similar case where 50%
reactor-grade (RG) MOX fuel is used in the same reactor type;
these parameters correspond to an operational scenario for a
commercial complex operated as part of a closed nuclear fuel
cycle program. Following recommendations of the authors
of Ref. [72], fission fractions for the WG-MOX core exam-
ple are assumed to match the reported fission fractions for the
first third of pictured 50% WG-MOX running in Ref. [72],

while fractions from the RG-MOX case are assumed to match
the those of 50% WG-MOX running between days 800 and
1350 [76]; fission fractions were extracted by interpolating
fission rates from this reference and normalizing such that the
sum for the four primary fission isotopes is equal to unity.

It should be stressed that modeled fuel content evolution for
LEU and MOX cores is highly dependent on the initial condi-
tions of the fuel, on the neutronics of the involved core type,
and on reactor operations. In this study, we include one spe-
cific fission fraction set for each fuel type – LEU, WG-MOX,
and RG-MOX; the impact or potential benefits of further vari-
ations between LEU or MOX core types is not considered.

Finally, two experiments are assumed to occur at the base-
lines of 20 m and 7 m distances from the primarily plutonium-
burning 1.25 GWth PFBR fast breeder reactor in India [73]
and the 300 GWth Versatile Test Reactor fast reactor [74] re-
spectively. The former reactor plays a central role in plans for
realization of an independent, sustainable nuclear fuel cycle
in India, while the latter has been developed as a US-based
reactor materials and irradiation R&D facility based at Idaho
National Laboratory [64]. Assumed reactor and site parame-
ters for all measurements are summarized in Table I; fission
fraction values for all hypothetical measurement data points
used in this study are illustrated in Figure 1.
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FIG. 1. Fission fractions used for hypothetical future measurement
data points described in this section. See text for details.

For all experiments, an IBD detector matching qualities of
the 4 ton PROSPECT reactor νe detector are used [77]; rel-
evant parameters are also listed in Table I. In some cases, a
1 ton detector with otherwise similar experimental parame-
ters is also considered; this case enables investigation of the
value of using a near-future compact νe monitoring detector,
such as the Mobile Antineutrino Demonstrator [78] (MAD),
to perform IBD yield benchmarking measurements at multi-
ple reactor locations. In all cases, the statistical uncertain-
ties associated with each datapoint for each reactor-detector
combination are estimated using the associated detector and
reactor parameters quoted in Table. I and lie between 0.15
% and 0.2 %. For simplicity, we do not consider statistical
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Parameter HEU LEU MOX Fast (PFBR) Fast (VTR)

Reactor
Thermal Power (MWth) 85 2900 3200 1250 300
Burnup Profile - [71] [72] [73] [74]
Reactor Cycle Length 24 d 1.5 y 1.5 y 1.5 y 100 d
Experimental
Core-Detector Distance (m) 7 m 20 m 20 m 20 m 20 m
Data-Taking Length 3 y 1.5 y 1.5 y 1 y 100 d
Detector
Active Mass 4 ton (1 ton)
Target Protons 2×1029 (0.5×1029)
IBD Detection Efficiency 40%

Uncertainty, Reactor
Thermal Power 1.0% 0.5% 0.5% 1.0% 1.0%
Fission Fractions - 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6%
Energy per Fission 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2%
Uncertainty, Detector
Target Protons 1.0%
Detection Efficiency 0.75%
IBD Cross Section 0.1%
Total Reactor Systematic 0.5% 0.8% 0.8% 1.2% 1.2%
Total Detector Systematic 1.3%

TABLE I. Assumed reactor and site parameters for the hypothetical future short-baseline reactor experiments described in the text.

and systematic uncertainty contributions from IBD-like back-
grounds; for a PROSPECT-like detector expecting signal-to-
background ratios of better than 4 (10) deployed on-surface at
an HEU (LEU) reactor [79], IBD counts would be expected to
dominate measurement statistical uncertainties.

Hypothetical measurements should also be accompanied by
predicted reactor- and detector-related systematic uncertain-
ties, which are also summarized in Table I. Systematics for
most cores are dominated by the uncertainty in the thermal
power produced by the operating core. Commercial reactor
companies have provided sub-percent precision in reported
thermal powers for existing IBD yield measurements at nu-
merous reactor sites [80, 81]; for this reason, we choose 0.5%
uncertainty for LEU and MOX cores. While similar thermal
power measurement devices and strategies could be applied
to HEU facilities, in practice, legacy systems used in exist-
ing HEU facilities have recently provided thermal power un-
certainties closer to 2% [48]; for this analysis, we optimisti-
cally assume implementation of upgraded measurement sys-
tems or techniques capable of providing 1% precision at an
HEU core. Advanced technologies for time-stable and high-
precision thermal power monitoring in sodium-cooled fast re-
actors like PFBR and VTR are under active development, due
to the difficulties associated with the coolant’s high temper-
ature and chemical corrosiveness; given the lack of available
quantitatively demonstrated capabilities, we also assume a 1%
thermal power uncertainty for this core type. While thermal
power uncertainties for different reactors are assumed to be
uncorrelated, this uncertainty is correlated between multiple

measurements at the same core. Measured IBD yields for an
experiment will also be uncertain due to the limits in knowl-
edge of fission fractions in the core, which is defined via de-
tailed reactor core simulations. In the absence of these cal-
culations for all core types, we will assume an uncertianty
of 0% for the HEU experiment and 0.6% for all other cores,
following the value quoted by Daya Bay and others for LEU
cores [71]. This uncertainty is also assumed to be uncorre-
lated between cores, but correlated between measurements at
the same core. Isotopic energy release per fission ei – re-
quired for calculating expected experiment statistics – have
minor IBD yield uncertainty contributions of 0.1% to 0.2%
depending on core fuel content [82]; the ei central value and
uncertainty for 240Pu is assumed to match that of 241Pu.

On the detector side, uncertainties are dominated by the
limited knowledge of IBD detection efficiency, assumed to be
known with 0.75% precision, as well as knowledge of the to-
tal number of protons within the detector’s target region, as-
sumed to be known to 1%; these chosen values reflect those
achieved in a range of recent large- and small-detector IBD
experiments [48, 55, 83, 84]. In this analysis, we consider
the possibility of moving a single reactor neutrino detector to
multiple reactor core types to perform systematically corre-
lated IBD yield measurements; for this reason, unless other-
wise mentioned, we treat detector systematic uncertainties as
correlated between all measurements.
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C. Global Fit Approach

To obtain isotopic IBD yields in this analysis, we use a
least-squares test statistic:

χ2 =
∑
a,b

(
σf,a − r

∑
i

Fi,aσi

)
V−1
ab

(
σf,b − r

∑
i

Fi,bσi

)
+
∑
j,k

(σthj − σj)V−1
ext,jk(σthk − σk).

(4)
In this fit, experimental inputs Fi and σf are as described
above, and the sum i is run over five fission isotopes, 235U,
238U, 239Pu, 241Pu, and 240Pu, with five attendant IBD yield
fit parameters. The experimental covariance matrix V de-
fines the uncertainties for each experiment and their cross-
correlations, as described in the previous-subsection. The
final term is used to constrain fitted σi values to theoreti-
cal predictions by adding a penalty that increases as the two
quantities diverge. In contrast to most recent global IBD
yield fits [25, 57, 85], we are interested in examining weakly-
constrained or un-constrained simultaneous fits of all relevant
fission isotopes’ IBD yields. For this reason, j and k sum only
over the three sub-dominant isotopes, 238U, 241Pu, and 240Pu,
and the 3×3 V−1

ext is diagonal (no assumed uncertainty correla-
tion between isotopes), with elements set to achieve wide 1σ
theoretical constraints of 75% of the predicted yield. To com-
pare to previous IBD yield fits [61, 86], we occasionally con-
sider the much tighter (2.6%) bounds on σ241 quoted by the
Huber model [58]. For fits not involving fast reactor datasets,
σ240 is pegged to the theoretically-predicted value, and has no
effect on the subsequent 4-parameter fit.

III. FITS TO EXISTING DATASETS AND 241PU IBD
YIELD CONSTRAINTS

We first consider IBD yield fits applied to the existing
global yield datasets described briefly in Section II A. By first
applying tight 2.6% constraint on 241Pu, we largely reproduce
unconstrained 235U, 238U, and 239Pu yield best-fit values re-
ported for the oscillation-free fit in Ref. [86]. Test statistic
values with respect to the best-fit (∆χ2) versus input value
are shown for each isotope in Figure 2, while minimizing over
the three other isotopic yield parameters. We observe a best-
fit 235U yield more than 3σ (5%) below the Huber-predicted
value, and a best-fit 238U yield that deviates from the pre-
dicted central value by (36±20), slightly more than in previ-
ous fits [86]. As in previous fits, the 239Pu yield is found to be
consistent with Huber-predicted values within a 5%,∼ 1σ un-
certainty band. This similarity in results indicates that the rel-
atively new STEREO data point [48], while qualitatively bol-
stering confidence in historical observations of a ∼5% yield
deficit at HEU cores [87], has fairly modest quantitative im-
pact on the primary issues surrounding data-model agreement
for conversion-predicted uranium IBD yields.

With consistency established with respect to previous anal-
yses, we proceed with loosening of yield constraints for all
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FIG. 2. Isotopic IBD yield fit results for the existing global dataset
with tight (top, 2.6%) and loose (bottom, 75%) external constraints
on the 241Pu yield. Test statistic values with respect to the best-fit
(∆χ2) are shown versus input value for each of the four primary
fission isotopes. For each isotope’s curve, the fit is marginalized over
the other isotopes.

fission isotopes. Figure 2 shows reported isotopic ∆χ2 test
statistic values versus input σ value for each isotope while
applying a looser constraint on 241Pu of 75%. Best-fit param-
eters and 1σ ranges are found to be:

σ235 = 6.37± 0.08;

σ238 = 7.37± 1.95;

σ239 = 4.00± 1.01;

σ241 = 8.16± 3.47.

(5)

The best-fit χ2
min is found to be 26.2 for 38 degrees of free-

dom (41 data points, 3 fit parameters), indicating an accept-
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able goodness-of-fit. However, this value is only slightly
lower than that provided by the more-constrained fit (χ2

min

= 26.6), indicating that this enhanced freedom has not sub-
stantially improved data-model agreement. Central values
of 235U, 238U, and 239Pu fit parameters are relatively sta-
ble, remaining within 15% of those provided by the more-
constrained fit. Meanwhile, the newly freed 241Pu yield in-
creases by 35%, although σ241 nonetheless remains consistent
with its model-predicted value within its large 43% relative
uncertainty band. Thus it appears that the current global IBD
yield dataset does not have the statistical power to provide
meaningful tests of underlying modelling issues for 241Pu.
The disappointing lack of new insight should not be too sur-
prising, given the small (O(5%) or less) fractional contribu-
tion of 241Pu fissions in all existing measured reactor cores.

However, it is interesting to note that σ241 1σ error bands
are found to be tighter than the externally-applied constraint.
This indicates that there are features in the existing global
dataset that provide the power to specifically constrain 241Pu.
To attempt to identify these features, we examined correla-
tions between fitted isotopic yields, which are depicted in Fig-
ure 3 as best-fit parameter space regions in two dimensions be-
tween 241Pu and the other three isotopes. Substantial 241Pu-
239Pu and 241Pu-238U degeneracies can be observed, with the
former reflected in a more than five-fold increase in uncertain-
ties on σ239 between the more-constrained (4% uncertainty)
and less-constrained (25% uncertainty) fits. Degeneracies can
also be expressed by calculating correlation coefficients be-
tween the fitted yield parameters, which are also given in the
legends of Fig 3:

ρσi,σj
=

(σi − σi)(σj − σi)
σσi

σσj

(6)

The extreme 241Pu-239Pu correlation can be understood by
observing the fission fraction evolution trends experienced by
LEU reactors, as depicted in Figure 1. In these cores, F239

and F241 rise in tandem with reactor fuel burn-up, making it
hard for unconstrained fits to simultaneously determine both
σ239 and σ241. It can also be understood as a simple reality
of underlying nuclear physics in the core: 241Pu is produced
by via multi-neutron capture on 239Pu, and thus its build-up in
the core is dependent on the build-up of the latter. In aspects
of previous multi-datapoint LEU analyses, such as those of
Daya Bay [25, 88] and RENO [55], 241Pu and 239Pu fission
fractions are treated as explicitly linearly correlated.

We examine the limits of this linear correlation by gener-
ating hypothetical LEU reactor IBD yield datasets following
the method described in Section II B and fission yields from
Figure 1: one dataset assumes isotopic yields matching the
best-fit for the existing global dataset, and the other assumes
true 241Pu and 239Pu yields close to the axis of anti-correlation
between the two datasets, but beyond the 1σ bounds allowed
by the data. Chosen true yields for this test are illustrated
in the right panel of Figure 3; the 238U yield for this case,
8.8 cm2/fission, was chosen to vertically align the two yield
datasets for easier comparison of trends. Hypothetical yields
for these two cases are pictured in Figure 4. The test cases
clearly differ in the change in slope, or curvature, present in

the LEU data points, providing an indication of the primary
source of unique 241Pu yield information in current and fu-
ture experimental data. The extreme 239Pu-241Pu yield offset
in this example amplifies the impact of a modest non-constant
relationship between F239 and F241 in LEU-based datasets,
which is also illustrated in Figure 4. To test the validity of
this hypothesis with existing datasets, we perform a fit to only
the RENO and Daya Bay LEU datasets while applying loose
75% external constraints on all four isotopes. While large un-
certainty increases are seen in σ235 and σ238, σ239 and σ241
fractional uncertainties are altered by <30%, and fractional
bounds on σ241 (43%) remain tighter than the 75% external
constraint. Thus, in the existing global dataset, it does ap-
pear that that the Daya Bay and RENO LEU data points are
responsible for the modest breaking of degeneracy between
239Pu and 241Pu yields.

Adding this to previously-established trends, it is straight-
forward to recount the independent features of the global IBD
yield dataset that enable determination of all four isotopes’
IBD yields:

• HEU-based experiments’ σf measurements directly
constrain σ235 [57].

• The measured relative linear σf slope versus fuel
burn-up at LEU-based experiments directly constrains
σ239 [25].

• The time-integrated offset in σf between HEU and LEU
cores constrains σ238 [61].

• The curvature of σf slope versus fuel burn-up at LEU
experiments constrains σ241.

As we move on to consider possible future IBD yield mea-
surement scenarios, these high-level principles serve to guide
attention toward those with particular promise for improving
global knowledge of isotopic yields. In particular, we will
look to explore new multi-dataset measurements that can pro-
vide an enhanced view of σf curvature with host reactor fuel
evolution.

We end this Section by noting that within the current global
dataset, Daya Bay contains currently-unexploited potential.
Ref. [75] indicates O(5%) F241/F239 variations between re-
actor cycles that are averaged out in its current fuel content
binning scheme. To estimate the achievable gains in the fis-
sion yields, we generate an Asimov IBD yield dataset with fis-
sion fractions taken from a combination of rates, RENO and
Daya Bay-like experiment is divided into two halves; one with
the default fission fractions while the other having F241/F239

relatively reduced by 2.5%. The systematic and statistical un-
certainties are assumed to match the existing global dataset
and the yields are generated using best-fit results from the
global dataset. Such a joint fit provides a modest improvement
in the precision of fission yield of (σ235, σ238, σ239, σ241) =
(1.3%, 24.8%, 19.7%, 39.2%) compared to the precision of
(1.3%, 26.4%, 25.2%, 42.6%) for the existing global dataset.
If we further double the statistics of the Daya Bay Asimov
data–as expected from the full Daya Bay dataset—in conjunc-
tion with the modified binning in fission fractions, we find
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FIG. 3. Isotopic IBD yield fits for the existing global dataset with loose (75%) external constraints on the 241Pu IBD yield, σ241. Contours
are pictured for σ241 relative to the other isotopic yields, with the fit marginalized over the non-pictured isotopes. Correlation coefficients
between fitted σ241 and the other yields are given in the plot legends. Also shown in dashed lines are the theoretical IBD yields predicted by
the Huber-Mueller model. Stars indicate IBD yields chosen for illustration in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. Top: IBD yield sets for two hypothetical LEU measure-
ments: one assuming measurements align with isotopic IBD yields
matching the best-fit for the existing global dataset, and another as-
suming alignment with σ239 and σ241 values matching those indi-
cated in Figure 3. The latter scenario’s values lie outside of the 1
σ region preferred by the global IBD yield dataset; for this scenario,
σ238 is reduced to enable better vertical alignment of the two datasets
and easier comparison of slopes. Bottom: Ratio (F241/F239) of the
fission yields of 241Pu and239Pu for the hypothetical LEU dataset.
Realized F235 ranges for RENO and Daya Bay datasets are also pic-
tured.

a further improvement in precision to (1.3%, 21.7%, 16.4%,
30.8%). Thus, we conclude that it may be worthwhile for
Daya Bay to consider a more diversified fuel content binning
scheme in a future analysis of its final full-statistics IBD yield
dataset. This observation may also be applicable to other high-
statistics datasets spanning many LEU reactor cycles, such as
those recorded by RENO and DANSS [12].

IV. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS FROM NEW
MEASUREMENTS AT MULTIPLE CORE TYPES

We now turn to consideration of future improvements in
global knowledge of isotopic IBD yields by performing new
measurements at a range of different reactor core types. We
will begin by considering the most imminently-achievable
next steps: short baseline measurements of a single LEU
core over a full fuel cycle, and a subsequent systematically-
correlated measurement at an HEU using the same νe de-
tector. We will then proceed to study possible improve-
ments gained by making measurements at mixed-oxide and
plutonium-burning fast reactor core types.

A. Benefits of New HEU and LEU Measurements

Some benefits of new measurements of IBD yields at short
distances from a full LEU reactor core cycle have already been
discussed in the literature [61], and have served as part of the
physics motivation for the NEOS-II experiment [89]. In par-
ticular, this configuration enables access to a wider range of
F239 and F235 values beyond those achieved at θ13 exper-
iments sampling multiple cores, which should result in im-
proved σ239 constraints. When coupled with a systematically-
correlated HEU-based measurement, which could be achieved
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via two site deployments of the same detector system, di-
rect constraints on σ238 may exceed the claimed precision
of the summation prediction of Mueller et al. [59]. Multi-
ple current or near-future efforts, such as PROSPECT-II [79]
or MAD [78], are well-suited to realize part or all of this com-
bined LEU-HEU measurement program.

Such a setup would also broaden access to LEU fuel content
regimes with less linear relationships between F239 and F241,
allowing for improved constraint of σ241. This improvement
was demonstrated above for the hypothetical LEU measure-
ments in Figure 4. Realized effective F239 ranges for Daya
Bay and RENO are also highlighted with shaded bands; we
note that offsets in median F235 (and, while not pictured, also
F241/F239) between hypothetical LEU and Daya Bay/RENO
cases is due to the specifics of the single cycle core loading
simulated in Ref. [71]. A new short-baseline LEU measure-
ment set can capture periods earlier and later in the fuel cycle
of a conventional LEU core with respect to RENO and Daya
Bay, when relative contributions of 239Pu and 241Pu fissions
deviate most strongly from their cycle-integrated mean. For
the hypothetical short-baseline LEU measurement, F239/F241

varies roughly 6%, from 17% to 23%, over a cycle. Daya
Bay’s and RENO’s F241/F239 ratios, meanwhile vary by only
3% or less, with maximums and minimums of 20% and 17%,
respectively [25, 55].

The extent to which these HEU and LEU measurements can
improve constraints on σ241 has so far not been investigated in
the literature. To do so, we apply the four-parameter yield fit
of Eq. 5 to the hypothetical HEU and LEU datasets described
in Section II B, Table I, and Figure 1. Table II gives the result-
ing precision in measurements of the four isotopic IBD yields
probed by this new HEU+LEU dataset. The most striking dif-
ference with respect to the current global dataset is the sub-
stantial improvement in knowledge of 239Pu and 241Pu yields.
Uncertainties in σ239 and σ241 are improved from 25.2% and
42.6% in the existing dataset to 4.6% and 10.5%, respectively,
greater than four-fold improvement in both values. As illus-
trated in Figure 5, this improvement can be partially attributed
to the reduction in degeneracy between these two isotopes’ fis-
sion fraction variations over a full LEU fuel cycle. If all mea-
surements are instead performed with a 1 ton detector, more
closely approximating the expected size of the MAD detec-
tor, uncertainties are similar in size, with σ235,238,239,241 shift-
ing from (1.6%, 11.2%, 4.6%, 10.5%) for the PROSPECT-II
sized detector case to (1.62%, 11.7%, 6.1%, 14.6%) for the
MAD detector case. Thus, the HEU+LEU deployment sce-
nario may yield major benefits for both physics-oriented or
smaller applications-oriented future detectors.

As noted in Ref. [61], σ238 constraints are also significantly
improved, primarily due to the correlated nature of the detec-
tor systematics assumed between the HEU and LEU measure-
ments. If this correlation is removed, or if the chosen opti-
mistic 1% HEU thermal power uncertainties are increased to
the currently-achievable 2% level, precision in knowledge of
the 238U yield is substantially reduced – to 18.1% and 17.2%
for these two cases, respectively – while precision in knowl-
edge of the 241Pu yield is virtually unchanged. Thus, follow-
ing the next generation of short-baseline HEU and LEU mea-

surements, the precision of knowledge of the 241Pu yield may
rival that of its sub-dominant 238U counterpart, and will be
less dependent on a detailed understanding of host reactors’
thermal powers and on movement-induced changes in detec-
tor response. At this point, direct νe -based measurements of
241Pu fission attributes may begin to have useful application
in testing the general accuracy of nuclear data knowledge for
this isotope – similar to the value provided by νe -based con-
straints of 238U from the current global dataset.

B. Benefits from MOX Reactor Measurements

Reactors burning mixed-oxide (MOX) fuels are another
promising venue for performing IBD yield measurements
with unique Fi combinations. In particular, the RG-MOX
measurement case may be an imminently realizable one, given
the presence and operation of RG-MOX commercial cores in
Europe and Japan. The 50% reactor-grade mixed-oxide (RG-
MOX) core described in Section II B features F239 far higher
than an LEU core and broad variations in F241 from nearly
15% at reactor start-up to roughly 25% after one cycle. Ra-
tios F239/F241 vary much more widely from cycle beginning
(27%) to end (45%) compared to the LEU reactor case above.
Amidst these substantial fission fraction variations, 238U frac-
tions remain relatively consistent between LEU and RG-MOX
cases, offering further opportunity for reduction in degeneracy
between 238U and the other isotopes.

Addition of a hypothetical ten-datapoint IBD yield dataset
from this RG-MOX reactor core provides substantial enhance-
ments in IBD yield precision when added to those of the short-
baseline HEU and LEU datasets, which are also summarized
in Table II. Expected precision of yields σ239 and σ241 are im-
proved by another factor of∼ 2 and∼ 3 respectively when the
hypothetical RG-MOX is added to the fit alongside the hypo-
thetical HEU and LEU datasets. Meanwhile, σ238 yield preci-
sion is also tightened to 9.7% expected relative uncertainty.
Correlations between yield fit parameters for this case are
also pictured in Figure 5, and appear further reduced between
239Pu and 241Pu with respect to the hypothetical HEU+LEU
case. As with the HEU+LEU case, if measurements are per-
formed instead with a MAD-sized 1 ton detector target, only
modest degradation in precision is seen: σ235,238,239,241 un-
certainties shift from (1.6%, 9.7%, 2.2%, 3.4%) for a 4 ton
target to (1.6%, 10.3%, 2.5%, 3.9%) for a 1 ton target. un-
certainty. On the other hand, if the correlation between the
reactor measurements are removed, or if the chosen opti-
mistic 1% HEU thermal power uncertainties are increased to
the currently-achievable 2% level, precision in knowledge of
the 238U and 241Pu yields are reduced—to 14.9%, 15.4% and
4.3%, 5.0% respectively— and are moderately worse than the
theoretical yields. Comparing this with the HEU+LEU case
where the precision achievable on 238U yield is 11.1%, the
improvement provided by the addition of RG-MOX reactor
data doesn’t fully compensate for the loss in precision due to
the lack of correlation or a reduction in thermal power uncer-
tainty.

With measurements at three reactor types – HEU, LEU, and
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Case Description Precision on σi (%)
235U 238U 239Pu 240Pu 241Pu

- Existing Global Data 1.3 26.4 25.2 - 42.6

1 HEU + LEU 1.6 11.1 4.6 - 10.5
3 HEU + LEU + RG-MOX 1.6 9.7 2.2 - 3.4
2 HEU + LEU + WG-MOX 1.6 9.9 2.5 - 3.6
4 HEU + LEU + Fast 1.6 10.9 4.6 27.2 10.3
5 All 1.6 9.5 2.1 23.6 3.3
6 All, Uncorrelated 1.5 14.3 2.1 36.2 4.2

- Model Uncertainty [66] 2.1 8.2 2.5 - 2.2

TABLE II. Constraints on IBD yields of 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 240Pu, and 241Pu, from future hypothetical datasets from LEU and HEU reactors,
given as a percentage of the best fit yield. For all cases unless noted, detector systematic uncertainties are assumed to be correlated between
measurements, and a 75% external constraint is used for 241Pu and for 240Pu when applicable. The ‘All’ case considers inclusion of HEU, LEU,
RG-MOX, VTR and PFBR yield measurements employing the same detector. Model prediction uncertainties from [66] are also provided.
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FIG. 5. Isotopic IBD yield contours for a combined fit of hypothetical HEU, LEU, and RG-MOX datasets. In each panel, fits are marginalized
over the undepicted isotopes. Correlation coefficients between each pair of isotopes are provided in the legend.

MOX – with a common detector, direct IBD-based constraints
on νe production by the four primary fission isotopes may
be expected to rival or exceed the precision of conversion-
based predictions. Most of these direct isotopic yield uncer-
tainties are also smaller and more well-defined in origin than
theO(5%) uncertainty attributed to summation predictions for
these isotopes. Thus, with a global HEU+LEU+MOX dataset,
one could generate IBD-based reactor νe flux predictions for
many existing or future reactor types free from biases known
to be present in conversion-predicted models without sacrific-

ing relative model precision.

Expected isotopic IBD yield measurement precision de-
livered by instead combining a ten datapoint weapons-grade
mixed-oxide (WG-MOX) measurement with the hypothetical
HEU and LEU datasets has also been considered. IBD yield
uncertainties for a HEU+LEU+WG-MOX measurement set
are slightly worse than a HEU+LEU+RG-MOX set for σ238,
σ239, and σ241 as shown in Table II. Similarity in results be-
tween MOX fuel types should not be too surprising, since both
WG-MOX and RG-MOX cycles roughly span a ∼ 16−17%
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range in F239/F241 fission fraction ratios.
It is worth noting that wide variations in F239/F241 should

also expected to be provided by conventional LEU cores burn-
ing entirely fresh fuel, such as would occur upon first oper-
ation of a new commercial power plant [90]. In this case,
F239/F241 fission fraction ratios should be expected to vary
by well over 10% over course of a fuel cycle [76]. Thus, in
lieu of MOX-based options, IBD yield measurement regimes
including newly started commercial cores likely serve as an-
other promising avenue for producing precise constraints on
all main fission isotopes.

C. Benefits from Fast Reactor Measurements

Since fast fission cross-sections of many minor actinides
– particularly 240Pu – are substantially higher than ther-
mal fission cross-sections, fission fractions in the VTR and
PFBR fast reactors are substantially different than those of
the high-MOX-fraction conventional core configurations de-
scribed in [72]. In particular, 240Pu fissions now compose a
non-negligible fraction of the total, and, as a result, 241Pu fis-
sion fractions are substantially lower. The addition of the two
fast reactor dataset to the hypothetical HEU and LEU datasets
is also summarized in Table II. The most striking product of
introducing these datasets to the fit is the potential for set-
ting the first-ever meaningful constraints on νe production
by 240Pu. We find roughly comparable 240Pu yield measure-
ments when either VTR or PFBR are fitted separately with the
other datasets. Such a measurement could prompt new and
deeper study of fission yields and decay data for this minor
actinide, which plays a major role in the operation of next-
generation fast reactor systems. The level of achievable preci-
sion in the σ240 measurement is primarily driven by the preci-
sion in understanding the thermal output of these fast reactor
cores – an instrumentation challenge under active investiga-
tion in the nuclear engineering community.

Inclusion of fast reactor datasets generates only minor im-
provements in the knowledge of σi for the other primary
fission isotopes beyond that achievable with the HEU+LEU
measurement scenario. While this results primarily from the
general lack of knowledge of the value of σ240, it also high-
lights the value delivered by multiple highly systematically
correlated measurements at differing fuel composition, like
that provided by the MOX reactor cases, in contrast to the sin-
gle measurement provided by the relatively static composition
of these fast reactor cores. Were F240 to evolve in a meaning-
ful way for either core, it is likely that the isotopic IBD yield
knowledge delivered by this core would be substantially im-
proved.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

After observing that the current global IBD yield dataset
exhibits some capability to constrain antineutrino production
by 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu, we have investigated how

suites of future systematically-correlated measurements at di-
verse reactor core types can improve knowledge for these
and other fission isotopes. We have observed that with the
simplest combination of correlated HEU and LEU measure-
ments using a PROSPECT-sized or MAD-sized IBD detec-
tor, an IBD yield measurement precision of 12% or better can
be achieved for all four fission isotopes. With a combina-
tion of HEU, LEU, and RG-MOX datasets, all isotopic yields
can be directly measured with a precision rivaling or exceed-
ing the precision claimed by conversion-predicted models. If
measurements of fast reactors are also included in the global
dataset, first constraints of order 25% precision can be placed
on antineutrino production by 240Pu. Beyond future measure-
ments, we also noted other avenues for improving knowledge
of isotopic IBD yields with current data: in particular, mea-
surements performed over multiple LEU fuel cycles, such as
Daya Bay and DANSS, can benefit from exploiting known
variations in 241Pu between cycles.

With a combined global dataset in hand from multiple
reactor types, one can generate IBD-based reactor νe flux
predictions for many existing or future reactor types free
from biases known to be present in conversion-predicted
models without sacrificing in relative model precision. If
one considers the full suite of correlated HEU, LEU, RG-
MOX and fast reactor measurements (the “All” scenario
in Table II), the resultant data-based model would include
(σ235, σ238, σ239, σ240, σ241,) uncertainties of (1.6, 9.5, 2.1,
23.6, 3.3)%. The correlation between these achievable
directly-constrained uncertainties has also been calculated,
and can be seen in Figure 6, alongside those of the Huber-
Mueller model [91]. Besides representing the similar mag-
nitudes in uncertainty, Figure 6 shows direct measurements’
reduced correlations between 235U, 239Pu, and 241Puwith re-
spect to conversion predictions, which are primarily caused
by the common experimental apparatus used at ILL for input
fission beta measurements [92, 93].

This kind of direct and precise understanding of all of the
major fission isotopes’ contributions to reactor antineutrino
emissions would represent movement into an era of ‘preci-
sion flux physics’ offering many potential pure and applied
physics benefits. On the applications side, it would enable
unbiased, high-fidelity monitoring, and performing of robust
case studies for, a broad array of current and future reactor
types. Well-measured isotopic antineutrino fluxes could be
compared to summation-predicted ones to provide enhanced
benchmarking and improvement of nuclear data associated
with the main fission isotopes and their daughters, as well
as the first meaningful integral datasets for validating the nu-
clear data of 240Pu. These models and correlated datasets
would allow for precise independent tests of each of the four
IBD yield predictions provided by the Huber-Mueller model,
enabling thorough investigation of the hypothesis that mis-
modelling of one or more isotopes’ yields is responsible for
the reactor antineutrino anomaly. Precise and reliable IBD-
based flux constraints would also improve the reach of be-
yond standard model searches with signal-dominated coherent
neutrino-nucleus scattering detectors [3]. Finally, by probing
for persistent residual IBD yield deficits common to all iso-
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FIG. 6. Left: Uncertainties in isotopic IBD yield measurements based on a hypothetical global dataset including HEU, LEU, RG-MOX, and
fast reactor IBD yield measurements. Diagonal elements correspond to the uncertainty in isotopic yields given for the “All” case in Table II,
while off-diagonal elements describe the correlations between them. The values are extracted by taking the square root of the corresponding
elements of the correlation matrix and are assigned a negative value where the correlations are negative. Full covariance matrices are provided
in the supplementary materials accompanying this paper. Right: Uncertainties in IBD yields predicted by the Huber-Mueller model [66]. Since
there are no theoretical models predicting σ240, we assign 100% uncertainty on it.

topes with respect to conversion or summation models, the
community can search for enduring hints of sterile neutrino
oscillations, even in the presence of other confounding effects,
such as neutrino decay or wave packet de-coherence [94]. We
encourage the use of the forecasted flux uncertainty matrix
provided above and in the supplementary materials as input
for future physics sensitivity and use case studies; these ex-
ercises would help to directly demonstrate the value of this

achievable advance reactor neutrino flux knowledge.
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